
Changes to Large Model Code of Practise. 

Reviewers: Rene Redmond, Steve Blackman, Jonathan Shorer, Hamish Loveridge. 

As part of the renewal of our CAA Large Model exemption, changes have been made to the Code of 

Practice and associated MFNZ documentation. The following aspects have been addressed in the 

COP and included is a brief overview of why each change has been made: 

1. Introduction of a specification for Cat 3 Turboprops 

It had been identified that the increased availability and use of turboprop units were not 

covered in the COP. It was decided that turboprops that have published manufacturer specs 

that exceeded 5Kw would now be captured under Cat 3 power limits. 

2. Requirement for Fail-safes 

The addition that fail safe is required and may be requested to be demonstrated by event 

organisers. 

3. Battery redundancy 

Additional option added to achieve battery redundancy in line with current technologies. 

4. Receiver redundancy 

Additional option added to achieve receiver redundancy in line with current technologies. 

5. Test Flight witnessing 

It has become apparent that the designated inspector may not always be available during 

test flying phase. The Large Model Controller may now nominate a witness as long as that 

person is a current MFNZ member and is briefed on the test procedure. 

6. Cat 2 Secondary pilot testing 

Under Category 2 (25>100kg) it is both the aircraft and pilot that is certified by a 1 hour test 

flying regime. Under the old rules a 2nd pilot need only complete 2 flights to become certified 

on that aircraft. The rule now requires the 2nd pilot to also undertake a 1 hour test flight 

regime. 

7. Public places and approved MFNZ flying sites 

This rule was difficult to interpret due to defining what exactly constituted a public place. 

MFNZ keeps a register of flying fields used by members but there is no mechanism available 

to establish approved sites. There is no requirement to define our sites as such so the rule 

was amended to allow flying at any site provided it was done within the rules and has 

landowner/operator consent. The responsibility rests with the pilot to be sure that the site is 

safe for the operation of large models even at organised rallies and events. 

8. Model Inspection checklist updated 

Addition of confirming failsafe operation 

9. Wings qualifications for Large Model operation 

During the review of the COP and based on applications to register aircraft it became 

obvious that a discrepancy arises with certified aircraft (Cat 1, 2 & 3) when it comes to wings 

rating requirements. 

The LP rating for example is the only rating with a LM component all the others (GD, HP, TJ, 

and MR) have no LM component and in fact require an LP rating if wanting to fly Cat aircraft. 

 

We believe it was unfair to expect a pilot that only ever flies say LM gliders to get an LP 

rating to do so. 

 

We have therefore changed the requirements for Wings proficiency qualifications to ensure 

that all types of Large Models are covered in a fair way.  The operation of any Cat 1, 2 or 3 



model requires that the pilot/s hold the appropriate Wings qualification together with an 

(LM) endorsement.   

This LM endorsement is achieved by successfully completing the LM oral theory questions 

and performing the Basic Wings qualification flight for the type of aircraft using a Cat 1, 2 or 

3 model.  This would normally be accomplished as a part of the model certification 

programme testing.  

 

Where a modeller acquires an already certified Cat 1 or 3 model, the testing must be 

undertaken by an MFNZ examiner qualified on the relevant type of aircraft.  

 

Note. 

Existing owners of Cat 1, 2 or 3 models will be given the LM endorsement as a “grandfather 

right” on the Large Model types they have done the certification flights on. 

 

The new qualifications will look like this: 

BP (LM) 

GD (LM) 

HP (LM) 

MR (LM) 

TJ (LM)  

LP (large power) will be dropped in favour of a BP (basic power) rating with LM 

endorsement. 

Details of these changes can be found in the updated Large Model Code of Practice attached 

to this email or on the MFNZ website. 

The Wings Programme will be updated to reflect this new regime in due course. 

 


